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We at INRacing™ Time Attack Challenge 2022 is going to find the fastest SIM driver in the 
country! It is going to be a thrilling hot-lap competition with it’s focus on drivers 
completing the perfect lap to make it to the Leaderboard. Each week will see a change of 
track and a fresh leaderboard start. After 25 weeks, the top 25 drivers will come 
together in a nail-biting finale INRACING™ TIME ATTACK CHALLENGE. 



A.GENERAL INFORMATION   
 
1. Introduction  
We at INRacing™ Time Attack Challenge 2022 is going to find the fastest SIM 
driver in the country! It is going to be a thrilling hot-lap competition with it’s 
focus on drivers completing the perfect lap to make it to the Leaderboard. 
Each week will see a change of track and a fresh leaderboard start. After 25 
weeks, the top 25 drivers will come together in a nail-biting finale INRACING™ 
TIME ATTACK CHALLENGE. 
 
2 Glossary  
• Driver: Person that drives in the competition.  
• Race Server: No race servers used.  
• Staff: Person(s) organising the leagues for INRacing™ .  
 
 
3 Staff List  
Deepak Paul Chinnappa  
Sumukha Rao  
Shreyas Chandra  
Tijil Rao 
The Staff can be contacted via e-Mail at deepak@inracing.in 
shreyas@inracing.in sumukha@inracing.in   
 
4 General rules  
4.1 Reading and understanding the rules  
Every driver participating in any event of the INRacing™ TIME ATTACK 
Challenge presented by INRacing™ is agreeing to having understood the rules, 
and is agreeing to obeying to the rules. By entering, you are bound to the rules. 
Failure to understand the rules is not an excuse. If you have questions about 
certain rules, ask the staff via e-Mail.  
4.2 General Behaviour  
Every driver participating in any event of the INRacing™ TIME ATTACK  
presented by INRacing™  must always show good behaviour. Any 
discriminatory or offending actions, words, posts or contents are forbidden 
and can lead to permanent exclusion of the events & legal actions.  
4.3 Cheating and usage of external software  
It is not allowed to use external programs or data that alter the functions of the 
simulation in order to gain a competitive advantage. Drivers caught cheating in 
any part of the Challenge will be excluded from all parts of the INRacing™ 
TimeAttack Challenge 2022 presented by INRacing™ . In case no usage of 
software can directly be proven in the files, but due to video evidence, it is still 
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obvious that the driving behaviour of the car cannot be 
explained with normal game functions, a ban on video evidence 
is also possible.  
 
4.4 Accounts  
You have to enter your real name in your INRacing™  ingame account in order 
to participate. Fake names or names with clan tags are not allowed and if you 
use them, you are not eligible for prizes. Multiple accounts or deliberate 
creation of new, lower ranked accounts are not allowed and will result in a 
permanent exclusion from the INRacing™ TimeAttack Challenge 2022 
presented by INRacing™ , or on repeat offense or in case of ban evasion, in an 
exclusion from INRacing™  in general.  
4.5 Decisions by the Staff  
The decisions made by the INRacing™  staff are binding. If a situation is not 
covered by the rules, the INRacing™  Staff will have the final decision on it. 
Any statements made by the INRacing™  Staff on the Forums, at Events, in 
Text Chatting or in Voice Chatting, that are specified as rules, also count as 
rules and have to be accepted by all drivers.  
 
5 Organiser  
INRacing™   
71/1, Ground Floor, Lakshmi Nivas, 17th F Main Rd, KHB Colony, MIG, 5th 
Block, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560095 
 
6 Declaration of Consent  
The winners agree that their names will appear in live streams and press 
releases handled by INRacing™  and the other media partners. The winners 
agree that INRacing™  can make and broadcast photographs and movie 
recordings (e.g. internet stream), on which the winners are identifiable as well 
as statements, interviews and similar captured on audio and video. INRacing™  
are entitled to use these recordings.  
 
7 Data Privacy  
All personal data is collected and processed in accordance with the statutory 
provisions governing data protection in Germany. Only the personal data that 
is required to handle the competition and prize is collected and forwarded onto 
partners of INRacing™. All employees and partners of INRacing™ are obliged 
by INRacing™ to maintain data secrecy. Data is only transferred to state 
agencies or authorities within the framework of legal regulations. The 
participant agrees to this. The data is deleted after the competition has been 
carried out.  
 
 
 



8 Premature Termination of the Competition  
INRacing™ has the right to terminate or cancel the online qualifier at its 
discretion at any time. No claims can be derived from any premature 
termination. INRacing™ has the right to exclude one or more participants from 
taking part in the competition in the event of any manipulations or attempted 
or suspected manipulation.  
 
9 Changes  
INRacing™ explicitly reserves the right to amend or modify these conditions at 
any time, with effect for the future. The competitors shall be notified about this 
at a suitable point.  
 
10 Legal disclaimer  
There is no legal recourse. The law applies exclusively and the jurisdiction of 
INRacing™ Pvt Ltd shall apply in the event of a dispute. If any of the above 
mentioned provisions in these conditions of entry should be ineffective or 
contain a loophole, the other provisions shall remain unaffected by this. 
Ineffective or incomplete provisions shall be maintained with effective content 
which comes as close as possible to reflecting the sense of the ineffective 
content. By participating, the driver automatically accepts the conditions of 
entry.


B.SPORTING REGULATIONS  
 
11 TimeAttackChallenege Calendar  
The track & the car is announced every Monday’s and the fastest driver makes 
it to the leaderboard. Announcement happens every week, 25 Weeks 25 laps.  
 
12 Eligibility  
Only drivers from the following countries and regions are eligible to participate:  
- INDIAN RESIDENTS 
 
INRacing™ staff has the right to deny any entries without giving reasons. You 
have to use the e-Mail address with which you registered on INRacing™ for 
official e-Mail correspondence. If you apply to the conditions listed above, as 
long as you have read and agreed to the rules of this rulebook, and there are 
no outstanding bans, you are allowed to enter the Challenge 
 
 
 
13 Participation & Submission  
13.1 Entry fees  



In order to participate, you need to fill the form on the website 
www.inracing.in/timeattack2022, also, you need to own the 
simulator along with the mentioned games & tracks. There is no separate, 
additional entry fee.  
At the deadline for submitting your lap records with the video link uploaded 
onto your YouTube channel with the PSN ID. Driver to submit their weekly lap 
records by no later than the Sunday, 6PM IST at the submission link. There are 
no negative consequences to this. Once the submit is final, drivers will receive 
the submission via e-mail before the announcement. 
13.2 Cars and Liveries  
On the leaderboard and in each race, drivers can only use the car that has 
been announced, along with the announced track.  
13.3 Team and Community  
You can specify a team or a community that you will be representing during 
the Challenge in your INRacing™ driver profile. There are no point tables for 
teams or communities; however the names will be used for promotional 
materials and the broadcast commentary. It is not necessary to specify a team 
or a community. Any offending or discriminatory names will be rejected by the 
Staff.  
13.4 Tracks 
Tracks included from F12021 , DirtRally 2 & GranTurismo Sport 
13.5 Lap Timing Submission  
Submit the LapTimings along with the video uploaded to your Youtube 
channel onto our website submission form at 
 www.inracing.in/timeattackchallenge before 1800 IST SUNDAY EVENING.  
 
14 Leaderboard Qualifier  
14.1 Leaderboard rules  
 
Gran Tourismo Sport 
BOP: Free 
Difficulty: Free choice  
Fuel Usage: Off  
Tyre Wear: Off  
Mechanical Damage: Off  
Damage: Off  
Fixed Setups: No 
Cut Rules Penalties: In-Game, slowdown penalties or review by INRacing 
team 
Automatic Clutch: Allowed  
Automatic Gears: Allowed  
Game time: As per the weekly announcement   
Weather: Any 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Formula 1 2021 
Solo > Time Trial > F1 2021  
Car Setup: Free 
Difficulty: Free choice  
Fuel Usage: Off  
Tyre Wear: Off  
Mechanical Damage: Off  
Damage: Off  
Fixed Setups: No 
Cut Rules Penalties: In-Game, slowdown penalties or review by INRacing 
team 
Automatic Clutch: Allowed  
Automatic Gears: Allowed 
 
Dirt Rally 2.0 
Career > Custom Championship > rally/hillclimb/rally cross (depending 
on what is being driven that day *reference is in the list of tracks and 
cars) 
Car Setup: Free 
Difficulty: Free choice  
Fuel Usage: Off  
Tyre Wear: Off  
Mechanical Damage: Off  
Damage: Off  
Fixed Setups: No 
Cut Rules Penalties: In-Game, slowdown penalties or review by INRacing 
team 
Automatic Clutch: Allowed  
Automatic Gears: Allowed 
 
 
15 Online Race Format  
Set your best lap in the week’s time and submit the video.  
15.1 Race Results 
LeaderBoard results to be announced every Monday Morning IST.   
 
16 On-Track Etiquette  
16.1 General sportsmanship  
This is a sim racing competition, and drivers must respect the sport, the 
competition and their competitors. Drivers must always aim to achieve the 
best result for themselves in each race, while driving within the rules and 
obeying to fair-play.  
16.2 Important basics  
Remember, you are in an official competition, competing with your real name. 



You do not want to make a fool out of yourself.  
16.3 Connection  
It is your responsibility to make sure that you have a stable internet 
connection. Incidents caused by lag will be deemed to be the fault of the 
lagging driver. Drivers with a repeatedly bad connection can be excluded from 
the competition.(SUBMITTED VIDEOS) 

 
17 In game branding (GranTurismo Sport Only) 

Step by step guide 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TJ3Sp6ug6NlL1F01HQB-gSEeOz2arryP/view?
usp=sharing 

Video Guide 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TJ3Sp6ug6NlL1F01HQB-gSEeOz2arryP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TJ3Sp6ug6NlL1F01HQB-gSEeOz2arryP/view?usp=sharing


18. Prize pool 
Winners are announced every Monday’s through our website 

www.inracing.in/timeattackchallenge , social media channels and 
media partners.  
 
In order to claim your goodies, you need to mail the INRacing™ team within 
two weeks after the publication of the official results  on the leaderboard. 
You need to message us from the same e-mail with which you registered 
your participation. INRacing™ staff will shall ship your goodies within 4 
weeks. Shipping can only be performed into eligible countries as specified 
in 12 of this rulebook. 
 
The winner of the INRacing™ TimeAttack Challenge agrees that he will 
create social media content, in accordance with INRacing™, after receiving 
his prize, showing himself driving in the INRacing™ TimeAttack Challenge 
on INRacing™ Racing Simulator Cockpits. This content may consist of 
pictures or videos. INRacing™ will receive the right to use this content to 
promote this past competition, future rounds of the Leagues and the 
INRacing™ TimeAttack Challenge itself. 
 
 
 
 

Cheers!  
 
 
 
Watch out: 

www.inracing.in 
https://www.facebook.com/INRacingPvtLtd 
https://twitter.com/racing_india  
https://www.instagram.com/inracing/  
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdDTbbgxVl7PRe65CuzsveA/
featured 
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